33.3 Via-Switch FPGA: 65nm CMOS Implementation and Architecture Extension for AI Applications
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FPGAs are a suitable platform for implementing up-to-date machine learning algorithms and state-of-the-art AI applications including inference engines in embedded systems and training accelerators in cloud systems. Despite its short design turn-around time, the achievable performance is limited by the low area efficiency originating from field programmability [1-2]. Also, data transfer minimization in both amount and distance is essential for higher energy efficiency, but conventional FPGAs often require pipeline registers at SRAM and DSP I/Os to conceal long communication latency originating from non-uniform tile architecture. In pursuit of an energy-efficient FPGA platform for AI applications, a via-switch FPGA (VS-FPGA), whose programmability is attained by non-volatile via-switch crossbars in BEOL, has been proposed with the aim of utilizing FEOL fully for computing [3], but its silicon implementation is not presented yet. This work demonstrates the first implementation of VS-FPGA in 65nm CMOS and further demonstrates an AI-oriented FPGA architecture.

Figure 33.3.1 shows the key features of VS-FPGA. Non-volatile via-switch in BEOL is responsible for configuration, and hence computing solely exploits FEOL while most of FEOL is consumed by programmability in conventional SRAM FPGA. As a result, VS-FPGA improves area efficiency leading to higher performance and energy efficiency.

Figure 33.3.2 illustrates the structure and usage of via-switch in VS-FPGA. A via-switch consists of two atom switches in series and two varistors [4]. Two control lines connected to two varistors enable multiple fanouts in a via-switch crossbar, which makes signal routing flexible. Each atom switch is a non-volatile and rewritable solid-electrolyte switch, and it is composed of a solid-electrolyte sandwiched between Cu and Ru electrodes [5]. By applying a positive or negative voltage, a Cu bridge can be formed or removed. The varistor is a non-linear selector device that provides current in programming mode and isolates the control line from the signal line in normal operation mode. Configurable logic block (CLB) includes a via-switch crossbar serving as a connection block (CB) for logic block and a switch block (SB) for routing. There are also via-switches between the crossbars in adjacent CLBs for enabling and disabling inter-CLB connections. These inter-CLB via-switches are off during crossbar programming, and they are programmed after the crossbar programming.

Figure 33.3.3 shows the die micrograph, TEM images and specifications of a chip fabricated in 65nm CMOS, where FEOL and M1-M4 are fabricated in a commercial fab and via-switch, M5 and M6-M7 (semi-global) are processed by ourselves. The die includes 6×6 CLBs and peripheral drivers in 293 × 395 μm², and each CLB consumes 35.55×30.7 μm². Note that the area of peripheral drivers is negligible for larger CLB arrays. A truth table in each LUT is implemented with another via-switch crossbar. Via-switch including atom switches, varistors, control and signal lines in Fig. 33.3.2 uses M4 and M5 layers and occupies 48μ [6] whereas its footprint can be reduced to 18μ if four metal layers are used for via-switch implementation [3]. The two signal lines between which two atom switches exist are in M4 layers, and the two control lines are in M5 layers above the varistors.

Figure 33.3.4 demonstrates the area reduction thanks to via-switch. CLBs with the same functionality, each of which includes two 4-input LUTs, CB and SB, are laid out in 65nm technology. Atom switch FPGA (AS-FPGA) [6] uses two atom switches and a transistor as a cross-point switch, and both FEOL and BEOL are used. On the other hand, thanks to using BEOL varistors as selector devices in this work, the CLB area is reduced by 61.4%. Compared with the area of SRAM-type CLB reported in [6], the area is reduced to 8.3%.

Figure 33.3.5 shows a Shmoo plot of an area-minimized 16-bit counter mapped on the fabricated VS-FPGA with via-switch programming. At 1.2V, 83MHz operation is confirmed. The 0.675V limit comes from DFF operation in CLB. The resistance of via-switch in normal mode is independent of supply voltage, and it never limits Vmin. Figure 33.3.5 also shows the speed improvement referring to the Shmoo plot of AS-FPGA in [6]. VS-FPGA provides a better trade-off between clock frequency and operating voltage. VS-FPGA achieves 50MHz at 0.9V while AS-FPGA needs 0.95V for the same frequency.

Figure 33.3.6 illustrates an FPGA architecture that exploits via-switch crossbars for AI applications. There are two types of CLB, which are SRAM_CLB and Arith_CLB, and they are uniformly tiled for achieving local data movement between memories and arithmetic units. Via-switch consumes no FEOL, and hence SRAM and arithmetic circuits are packed under crossbars. For efficient systolic array implementation, local data track between adjacent Arith_CLBs is equipped in FEOL layer. These features eliminate long-distance communication and enable near-memory computing for higher energy efficiency and smaller latency. LUT is mainly responsible for FSM implementation. In addition to popular arithmetic operations, such as MAC, in AI applications, word-size multiplexers can be implemented in Arith_CLB, which reduces LUT usage and improves compatibility with high-level synthesis. We implemented the SRAM_CLB and Arith_CLB with Verilog and laid them out with commercial physical synthesis flow using several custom cells in 65nm technology. The areas of SRAM_CLB with a 90×123 crossbar and Arith_CLB with a 90×127 crossbar are 199.8 × 140.4 μm² and 118.8 × 140.4 μm², respectively. To balance BEOL crossbar area and FEOL arithmetic circuit area, two Arith_CLB contains one arithmetic circuit block. Note that the SRAM macro provided from fab uses M4, and the number of via-switches on the SRAM is limited. When SRAM macro is designed only with M1-M3, the width of SRAM_CLB can be reduced to 171.0μm.

Figure 33.3.7 shows the estimated computation density and energy efficiency. For comparison, we also implemented multiplexer-based SRAM_CLB and Arith_CLB composing a MUX-FPGA with Verilog using commercial physical synthesis flow. Supposing tensor multiplication on the FPGA with 1,152 CLBs, where the critical path consists of 5-stage LUT path in control logic, we estimated the speed and power using HSPICE simulation with a transistor-level netlist including parasitic resistance and capacitance of wires and via-switches. SRAM access power is estimated with reading and writing frequencies obtained from logic simulation results of tensor multiplication. VS-FPGA attains 29× and 5× higher computation density and energy efficiency, respectively, compared to MUX-FPGA. We also scaled the 65nm design to a commercial 28nm and ASAP 7nm [7] technologies. The on-state resistance of a via-switch is supposed to be constant since the Cu bridge size is below 10nm and smaller than F size even in 7nm technology. Other characteristics are scaled according to F. The computation density and energy efficiency are expected to improve according to technology advancement.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the first implementation of an area and power-optimized FPGA that utilizes via-switches as programmable cross-points in a crossbar and presented a near-memory computing-oriented VS-FPGA architecture for AI applications.
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Figure 33.3.1: Background of via-switch FPGA development achieving high area efficiency.

Figure 33.3.2: Structure of via-switch crossbar.

Figure 33.3.3: Die micrograph, TEM images, and specification of VS-FPGA.

Figure 33.3.4: CLB (configurable logic block) area comparison between SRAM FPGA, AS-FPGA, and VS-FPGA. A CLB includes two 4-input LUTs, a CB (connection block) and an SB (switch block).

Figure 33.3.5: Measured Shmoo plot of a 16-bit counter mapped on a fabricated VS-FPGA, and comparison with AS-FPGA.

Figure 33.3.6: VS-FPGA architecture extended for near-memory computing aiming at AI applications.
Figure 33.3.7: Comparison in computation density and energy efficiency between 65nm MUX-FPGA, 65nm VS-FPGA, 28nm VS-FPGA, and 7nm VS-FPGA.

Figure 33.3.S1: Measurement results. (a) Expected hysteresis after SET operation. (b) Open and short states. (c) Varistor is functioning even after SET operation. (d) Multi-fanout routing in a fabricated 50x50 crossbar.

Figure 33.3.S2: Breakdown of energy consumed in VS-FPGA and MUX-FPGA in 65nm CMOS. In MUX-FPGA, 82% of energy is consumed for routing while its ratio decreases to 20% in VS-FPGA. The overall energy reduction is 80%.